




WELLESLEY, MASS., APRIL 21, 1927
MR. BAKER ADVISES
YOUNG PLAYWRIGHTS
Famous Head of Yale School of Drama
Warns Against Writing Plays to
Increase Bank Account
URGES CULTURAL BACKGROUND
Professor George Pierce Baker, wide-
ly known in the dramatic world in his
capacity of head of the Yale Depart-
I'vemnL April 15, to give practical
Professor Baker, who was formerly
the Harvard 47 Workshop, has trained
countless playwrights, many of whom
have had plays successfully produced,
during the course of his teaching ex-
However. his first piece of serious
advice to aspiring dramatists was,
"Don't try to write plays so much like
successful plays already running that
you are sure they will get on Broad-
way." The commercial attitude, he
said, is far too prevalent in America.
The average American's conception of
the art of writing plays is something
of which full knowledge should be
easily secured in a summer course.
Most people do have some absorbing
interest in their lives which they feel
compelled at some time to express, but
most students, at least, are too im-
turity of experience has been reached,
and the idea of increasing personal
bank accounts has been set aside, can
truly great plays be written.
Tells How "Chicago" Was Written
The personality of the author behind
the play is more often than no
drawing-card when the public chooses
to see a new play. The dramatist,
looking'at life and seeing it as a whole,
impresses his own personality upon
each of his plays so unmistakably that
the audience can recognize the creator
back of the play. Although many may
start with the same material, the point
of interest is to discover just what the
individual dramatist has done with his
raw material.
That wide experience and intimate
knowledge of and interest in the facts
of the play generally mean a creation
of merit is illustrated by Chicago, a
red flag to those who are demanding
stage censorship. The author. Miss
Watkins, did police reporting in Chica
go for several years after taking i
graduate course at Radcliffe Univer
sity, seeing in the crime cases 01
which she was sent a mass of humai
experiences which she felt impelled t<
LEAGUE OF NATIONS
IS DOING GREAT WORK
STUDENT CO-OPERATION URGED
dents who realize the magnitude of the
work which has been accomplished by
the League of Nations in the lew years
since its organization in 1920. A sum-
mary of its accomplishments has been
made by the League of Nations Non-
san Association. The League has
:d or stopped war: between Swe-
and Finland over the Aaland
Islands; between Poland and Lithuania
Vilna; between Poland and Ger-
many over Upper Silesia; between Al-
and Yugo-Slavia over boundaries;
en Roumania. Yugo-Slavia and
Greece against Bulgaria in the matter
of Bulgarian refugees; between Italy
Greece in the Corfu crisis. (The
League suggested terms on which final
Continued on Page 2, Column 1)
ground he was enabled to
write a play under Professor Baker's
instruction which is convincing and in-
teresting to the public.
Sixty out of one hundred students
with Professor Baker are possessed
of college degrees, and it is his opinion
that usually the best plays come from
the college graduate. The reason for
(Continued on Page 7, Col. 1)
IMPORTANT NOTICE
The attention of all students is
called to Regulation 16 on page 65
of the Gray Book concerning the
contribution of "any information to
the Press." It is to be noted that
questionnaires sent out by college
associations or individuals, because
of their essential news quality, are
included under this regulation. All
qucsiionnaircs, therefore, should be
submitted to the Director of Pub-
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Bowdoin regrets that it is necessary
the Wellesley College Glee Club. It is
rumored that no concert will take its
The College Symphony Orchestra
concert will be assisted by the College
Choir. This is the twenty-first annual
Tonight. Mr. Howard Giles, pupil of
•'Dynamic Symmetry by
Artists and Students of Art.




cial interest is the manner in which the
speaker illustrates his theories of de-
sign by making drawings before the
metrical basis
by the Greeks
Tuesday's Student Recital is the last
of the series and is representative of
the best Wellesley has to offer, includ-
ing, as it does, the most talented musi-
cians in the Department.
The student recitals of the Reading
id Speaking department promise to
• entertaining. Tonight's recital is
mfined to the work from Course 101,
that is. the short story and the narrative
poem. Tomorrow night's program will
consist of the following one-act plays
i Course 201.
es: by Susan Glaspell. Scene:
kitchen in the now abandoned
of John Wright. Charac-
ters: George Henderson, Henry Peters,
Lewis Hale, Mrs. Peters, Mrs. Hale.
Reader: Barbara Barrett, '29.
Ille: by Eugene O'Neill. Scene: Cap-
whaling ship Atlantic Queen. Charac-
ter: Ben (the cabin boy) , The Stew-
ard, Captain Keeney, Slocum (second
mate), Mrs, Keeney, Joe la harpoonei
Members of the crew. Reader: Emily
Goehst, '29.
A Sunday Morning, The Quinteros.
Scene: A retired part of a park in Ma-
drid. Character: Dona Laura, Petra,
(her maid), Don Gonzalo, Juanita (his
servant). Reader: Agnes Dugan, '28.
The Stepmother: by Arnold Bennett.
Characters: Mrs. Prout, Adrian Prout,
Christine Sezershan, Thomas Gardner.
Reader: Frances Cohn, '27.
Wellesley Curriculum Too Rigid;
Why Not Change to Group System?
ANOTHER ORGANIST OF MUSIC
DEPARTMENT WILL PLAY HERE
also organist
Paul's Episcopal Church in Dedham
is to give a recital on Monday. April 25.
at 8:00 P.M. Mr. Ryder, known to stu-
dents in the Department as an excel-
lent teacher, is known outside of the
College as an exceptionally able organ-
ist and has gained for himself quite a
ich. The program is as
I. Benedictus F. Couperin
Chorale Preludes (each preceded by the
vocal harmonization) J. S. Bach
(a) Heut' triumphiret Gottes Sohn
(b) Liebster Jesu, wtr sind hier
II. Andante in B major Cesar Franck
(from Grande Piece Symphonique)
III. Christus resurrexit
Oreste Ravanello














The Italian Club has secured N
LaPiana of Harvard to speak at their
next meeting on Tra la Roma Antica
Friday and Saturday evenings Zeta
Alpha holds its Semi-open, for which
some tickets will be sold at the door.
The year has been spent in the study
of American drama, with special em-
phasis on one act plays. Phillip Moel-
ler, a writer connected with the The-
atre Guild, is the author of Pokey, a
historical farce, in which Elsbeth
Thexton takes the role of Pocahontas,
Dorothy Dunham that of Captain
, Smith. The Helen of Troy play
i before is by the same author.
da Capo is a fantasy by Edna St.
Vincent Millay, in which Ellen Bartlett
impersonates Pierrot and Marion Fowl-
Columbine. Helen Steers will pre-





So far the frosty evenings have pre-
vented the early start of Spring Step
Singing. The ardor of even the most
step singer would be chilled
this temperature.
To get the better of the weather man,
I am caning the first Step Singing in
Billings Hall to-morrow, Friday, at the
regular time. 7:15 P. M. (There will be
plenty of time to go to the Library
after 7:45.)
Perhaps I have a double motive. I
am as eager to begin Step Singing as
the people who have been asking me
the dozen when we might commen
raise the standard of Step Singing pi
manently.
The audience which stands across t
perfect practice session. The people
want to hear Wellesley College sing
its best songs on the Chapel steps.
present, however. Wellesley as a whole
seems really to know about five songs,
can mumble a few more, and lets the
rest of the clever pieces which have
been written lie forgotten in the Song
Book.
the opening wedge in enlarging
repertoire I plan to introduce at
the real First Step Singing outdoors,
i Tuesday, April 26th, the Round
Spring which won Song Competi-
last year. It is not difficult but a
little exacting and should be tried over
before public performance. Some of





Thoughtful minds interested in the de-
velopment of education are beginning
to sense the spirit of unrest and change
that is welling up on every side. The
immediate reconstruction is coming
about through the curriculum. There
is certainly dissatisfaction with it, and
it is being attacked not only by students
who feel restless under the pigeon-
holed restrictions, but by the faculty as
In this period
quite impossible, even after giving in-
tensive study to the subject, to come to
any infallible conclusion; to assert dog-
matically that any one of the evolving
this
that i
Instead of singing again
e same songs, though they are pleas-
antly familiar, let's vary the program
with one or two lesser known ones each
time. Watch for further development
To-morrow evening be sure to come
to Billings for half an hour. Bring in
your hands your Song Books and in
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 3)
thing for the col-
leges to do is to wait passively for a
ready-made curriculum to present itself
which they may smilingly accept later
on. It is incumbent on each college
account. Conservatism is of course
necessary, for changes that are too pre-
cipitate usually prove valueless, but
when conservatism is strong enough to
choke the pioneer spirit it is as dan-
gerous as rampant radicalism. Surely
there is no harm in experimentation.
An honest attempt, no matter how dis-
astrous, would at least make us "wiser"
even though it might make us "sadder."
But it does not seem as if Wellesley
need run the risk of disaster in insti-
tuting a change in curriculum, whereas
there is the distinct likelihood of great
In a day when constructive criticism
is almost an eleventh commandment it
would be folly to wave a flag and shout
for change without offering a substitute
possibility. And therefore, although we
are conscious of the pitfalls and mazes
of trouble that encounter any plan of
revision, the following Group System is
suggested to take the place of Welles-
ley's present plan.
One course from each of the follow-
ing groups to be required:
Group I Biological Sciences
Group II Physical Sciences, Mathe-
matics and Experimental
Psychology
Group III Social Sciences and Ap-
plied Psychology
Group IV Literature, Languages, Art,
Music, and Philosophy.
English Composition required as at
present.
Hygiene required as at present.
Biblical History required as a three
Before dealing with the above plan
specifically it would be well to show
how it reconciles two extreme doctrines
Df curriculum held at the present time.
In the opinion of one group there re-
mains not the slightest doubt that we
have outgrown the rigid requirements
that are set up as standards and lopped
Dff with a B.A. degree. They feel
that the curriculum is hampering the
student in quest of a truly liberal edu-
ction, and they would give him free-
iom so that his intellectual individuality
(Continued on Page 2. Cols. 1 and 2)
'29! '30!
PJ8ESS BOARD TRY-OUTS
A way to keep in touch with al
rujleyi:' activities.
An opportunity to earn extn
money.
Come to Room 30, Ad. Building
Friday or, Saturday
April 22 or 23
WELL ESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
i Continued from Page 1, Column
settlement was made); between Greece
and Bulgaria over the invasion of
garian territory; in Iraq over the 1
The League is obviating future
by the most comprehensive, far-;
grappling of the armaments pn
held
ference of forty-five nations, includ
the United States, which approved
agreement for control of international
arms and for the prohibition of chem-
ical and bacteriological warfare. It lias
held a preliminary conference on dis-
armament, participated in by the
American Government, and will hold in
1928 a world disarmament conference,
to which the United States will send
representatives.
The League has helped world tran-
quility: by restoring the financial and
economic structures of Austria and
Hungary through its Financia
Economic Section; through its ceaseless
work to arrive at world economic sta-
bilization, by the study and solution of
the problems of production and dis-
tribution of the world's raw materials
and manufactured products; through
the work of the International Labor
Organization, which deals with the im-
provement of conditions of labor and
relations between employers and wage
earners throughout the world; through
befriending racial, religious and lin-
guistic minorities and through the es-
tablishment of the mandates system by
are being protected and guided toward
self-development; through protecting
world health by means of a far-fluni
organization which has conquered epi
Abolishing all requireds would m
aimless, unbalanced curriculum
other method may best
by quoting from the report of Mr. Leon
Richardson. Professor of Chemistry at
President Hopkins
institution, (p. 172-3).
he general assumption t
student to a sub,
can only be secured by the definite
prescription of formal instruction
that subject. We feel that it is
sential that a boy should know 1
senators are elected and in what 1
the electoral college differs from
college of cardinals, so we prescribe
courses in political scien
good for him to understand what
makes the automobile go, so we pi
scribe courses in chemistry. But t
of such prescriptions
that the college is not
succeeding in its purpose of arousing
against their further spread; through
its humanitarian and social work, which
has succeeded in restoring near]
000,000 war refugees to their home;
which has established agencies for the
protection of women and childrer
for the suppression of traffic in opium
and other dangerous drugs; through
the creation at The Hague of the Per-
manent Court of International Justice.
Student Members Desired
In 1923 the League of Nations Non-
partisan Association was organized "to
develop throughout the United States
League of Nations, and to keep the
people informed of the multitude ac-
tivities by which its basic principle of
cooperation! among nations is being
put into practice." Students are cor-
dially invited to join the Association.
Each member has certain privileges
and certain obligations; he may call
the college should be
to wish to do that."
The Group Plan outlined above at
once makes definite and inclusive de-
mands, and gives far more freedom of
choice in the actual subjects than our
present plan. Required hours are re-
duced from about 24 to 18 hours. Eng-
lish and Hygiene required subjects
need no comment. The question of
Bible is a difficult one, but since the
course, as given here, seems to justify
itself to so many students, and since
its scope is hardly covered by any of
the groups it seems permissible to
require it. However reducing the course
work would be advisable.
The placing of Psychology was ques-
tionable since it falls into two such
fields, so it was placed in two
groups. It should be specified that it
may only be selected in the case of
group to meet the requirement;
is if Experimental Psychology is
en from Group II Applied Psychol-
cannot be chosen to meet the re-
of Group III and vice versa.
the
(he i which i
partment which is equipped i
brary of information built upon a
foundation of League of Nations docu-
ments; an information bureau; a
speakers' bureau; the League 0/ Na-
tions News; a publicity department; a
motion picture, and stereopticon slides
of the League at work.
The obligations of membership in
the Association are to disseminate facts
which come through the organization,
to permit no falsehood concerning the
League to go unchallenged, and to
strive to show to others the moral duty
of the United States to join the League




-Continued from Page 1. Col. 5>
might be stimulated to develop along
its own lines, an objective acknow-
ledged to be one of the outstanding
purposes of the college. This view en-
counters the other extremists who
would require many subjects in order
to give the students a broad, solid, and
useful foundation of knowledge, an-
other recognized function of the col-
were really aroused the student could
be relied upon to seek for himself
thousands of pieces of information
which every intelligent man must have,
and which we now labor to impart in
these compulsory courses. Taking a
formal course in college should mean
that the individual has a special
terest in the subject and wishes
help of the teacher in order that
may go further than he could by his
efforts. If we exclude tin
k in languages neces
n easy reading knowl-
edge, and perhaps the rather special-
and technical training of tht




TRADE UNIONS DISCUSSED AT
BROCKTON LABOR CONFERENCE
At an Industrial Conference held In
Brockton on Sunday. April 10, girl em-
ployees of the shoe factories there
were hostesses to fifteen Wellesley girls.
After being entertained at dinner at
the Y. W. C. A., the conference, under
the leadership of Miss Newell, warmly
Unionism. The Brock-
girls presented their views with
, most of the guests
came away considerably enlightened
on the latest theory and practice of
labor organizations. This meeting
was the third of a series of four on the
general topic of Unemployment. To
the : ch will be held in May.
all members of the college are cordially
Trade unionism, as distinguished from
anarchy, Socialism and Communism.
is the organization of workers to se-
cure better working conditions. There
are two chief types of organization, the
craft union and the industrial union.
The craft union is formed of all the
workers at one particular trade or
process. For instance, all the stitchers
in Brockton belong to one "Stitchers'
Union," which in turn belongs to a
city, state, and national federation of
such unions. The other form, the in-
dustrial union, includes all the work-
ers who help to make one product.
The first unit is the factory, then the
ct, and finally all the workt
industry throughout the n
the world. The ultimate ai
the industrial union is to join all the
"one big union." The Boot
Union of Brockton, although
chiefly a confederation of eleven craft
presents some interesting
trends toward I type. For I
without the consent of a Joint
Council.
Not least among the pleasure
the conference was the opportunity to
;t these girls who live in a world
practical skill and cash independ-
e, and to enjoy their frank charm
, hospitality.
STEP SINGING
tal attitude. The most talented con-
ductor living could not wring unified
music from blind-folded people. Stu-
dent leaders with slight experience need
even more the utmost wide-awake and
If this plan became effective it would
j
open-eyed cooperation. Do give your
highly desirable that there be share.
red courses in Government and Faithfully yours,
Sociology which could be taken with- i Louise Hall,
pre-requisite. Song Leader.
A New Filene service
at our
Wellesley Shop
Friday and Saturday, April 22 and 23
MR. ARNOLD
of our Boston fur shop
will be here to advise
you on remodeling and
repairing of your fur
garments, or
you may leave your furs









the Vionnet, and NEW YO-
SAN silk dresses, at $12.50
to $16.50
im, little hats, of




—a wide choice—K.isha flan-
nel, cheviots, washable Drury




flannel coat, basket weaves,
tailored coats, $15 to $29.50
WHITE blouses
—silk or cotton broadcloth,
crepe de chine—with the
popular square, round or V
neck, $2 to $12.50
Plenty of WHITE i
Underwear, $2 to $6.95
Jewelry to complete th
Hosiery, $1 to $3
tume, $1 to $10
WABAN LODGE
Pleasant Rooma for Trail-
r Permanent Guests at
11 WABAN STREET
eakfasts served if desired
Telephone 0218-W
Dr. F. Wilbur Mottley, M.A.
Dentist
Dr. Dwight R. Clement
Dentist
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST







Dr. Francis S. Keating
DENTIST





I have pleasant, furnished rooms for
student guests, transient or permanent
DR. P. E. EVERETT
OSTEOPATH
WABAN BLOCK Tel. Wei. 030(







We carry a full line of
Dexdale Hosiery
IVY CORSET SHOP
8 Church Street, Wellesley
WORCESTER JEW BEDFORD
New Showing of Dress Sandals
$S* in alt colors $^
""" Wilbare
455 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
'27 WINS LINCOLN CHALLENGE CUP
AT INDOOR COMPETITIO
One of the best Indoor Athletic
Meets held in several years took place
Saturday, April 16. The program, wh
covering the winter's work, was propc
tionately condensed so that no part t
came tedious, and each was executed
unusually good form!
Marching and Gymnastics presented
by both Freshman and Sophomore
classes, as well as by Dr. Skarstrom's
Advanced Class, included both the Dan-
ish the ]
formal squad marching. One effective
exercise presented by the Sophomores
was that in which stools were used as
props. Some of the difficult squad for-
mations carried out by the Advanced
Class produced impressive effects.
Both the folk and clog dancers
seemed charged with a spirit of gaiety,
and their dances were short and smart.
I lit- the
Pierrots and the three old maids in the
clogging deserve special mention.
For the competition everyone was re-
quired to perform on the ropes, the
rings, the box, the buck, and the horse,
An optional exercise on any one of these
with the additional choice of parallel
completed the apparatus work. Work
typifying that done in the Con
Classes, followed by spectacuku
bling and the announcement of awards
completed the review of <
showed the results of steady practice
and, one assumes, occasional stiff
muscles!
The Lincoln Challenge Cup for v<
tary class competition won by 1927
with 40 points. Second place, 1928,
with 20 points.
Freshman-Sophomore Gymnastic Com-
etition won by 1929 with 40 points.
Highest Individual Score for technical
Mary Elizabeth Morse '27 48 points
2nd Anne Porter '28 46.5 points
3rd Anne Pugh '28 46 points
W's for high technical skill combined
with sportsmanlike attitude awarded
STUDIES IN METABOLISM FULL
OF INTERESTING DISCLOSURES
The illustrated lecture on Metabo
lism which Dr. Francis G. Benedict of
the Nutrition Laboratory, Carnegie In
stitute, gave April 14th. may not hav<
been entirely new to those who have
been acting as subjects for Miss Gus-
tafson of the Zoology Department, bu
it was exceedingly interesting to tin
less fortunate and highly entertaining
to everyone. The experiments which
Dr. Benedict has carried on bo
the Nutrition Laboratory and at Mount
Holyoke have helped make possible the
study of many problems in a fiel
calorimeter which





Four blazers were presented, in a
cordance with the standards of tl
Athletic Association of excellence
Ai.lilet.ir skill and sportsmanship coi
Ann Pugh '28
For members of first teams, and to five
girls attaining the equivalent of first
rank in activities not having teams,
double batons were awarded.





M. E. Morse 27
E. Burdick '29
s a rapid current of air passing
the subject a factor. Any activ-
lowever, appreciably and quickly
effects loss in weight.
For the analysis and apportionment
losses that from the skin and that
m the lungs must be separated. The
vital study of skin temperature can
be done by the fchennojunction
which gives the temperature instan-
taneously. Skin temperature, by no
; constant, is lower in women
.the (
carbohydrates can be
results may be used
in interpreting the feeding of domestic
Dr. Benedict particularly en-
joys experimenting with geese because
indefinitely and stuff in-
definitely.
The effect of the heat loss by the re-
oval of clothing is tested in a cal-
orimeter of human size. Heat given
vaporization which must
that
amounts to twenty-five per
more or less comforting to
everyone loses weight con-
stantly through insensible perspiration.
By careful weighing experiments it has
been determined that a close relation
exists between loss in weight and met-
abolism. Of the factors which effect
loss it is quite certain that clothing is
not one for the loss of a subject when
.
well
Work with foreign women has dis
closed the fact that their basal meta
holism, allowing for size, is eleven pe
cent lower than that of America
women, a definite indication of rac
differences. Simple apparatus for meas
uring basal metabolism accurately i
being used in Peking, the Andes an
Jamaica to make a world survey of
races. The research workers are
ticularly grateful for the cooperation
they have received in women's col
leges, because few men are willing (
act as subjects for any length of time
BOTANY BUILDING OPEN
ce Monday, April 18th, all Botany
classes have met in the new building,
Although classes are being held there
single room is completed, and the
building will probably not be finished
>me weeks. During this time, Mr.
Crowley, our very efficient Clerk of
Works, requests that all members of
College not connected with the de-
ment be so kind as to postpone
their visits to the building, since eve
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GOWNS AND SPORT DRESSES
something different
May Day and Graduation Frocks







School of Library Science
THE DREXEL INSTITUTE
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
A one year course for college grad-




Up at 6 a. m. ! Breakfast on
campus ! All the fun of seniors
for the moment turned scrub-
women ! Much black paint,
wild disguises
. . . hurdy gur-
dies
. . . after that cold show-
ers and return to the freshness
of brand new clothes
. .
. white,













Welle.ley 0968 MRS. MARY B. HUGHES, Ho.t,
For your overnight and weekend guests.
By appointment—Breakfast Parties, Luncheons, Teas and
Dinner Parties
Meet your friends here for Bridge and Tea afterwards
ETCHINGS
A. Hugh Fisher
opportunity to buy at
FOR RENT
Furnished apartment of three rooms,
kitchenette and bath. Available July














! private lessons will be given in Wellesley. Lessons
n Gregg and Pitman Shorthand given. For further information write
r telephone Helen E. Thornton, Teacher of Shorthand and Typewriting,
Concord Terrace. Framingham. Telephone 1320.
g^r* TLhe Blue Dragon ^
60 CENTRAL STREET, WELLESLEY, MASS.





Week before last was Sacco-Va:
week, last week Mexican arbitration
week, and now comes join-the-League-
Non-Partisan-Association week. We
shall soon go through these things as
easily as we breathe, responding in the
desired way with a minimum loss of
time from the necessary functions of
academic life. In fact, we have already
reached the blissful stage of being able
to guess at a glance which way the in-
ternational, intelligent student mind
'
college g-uess is more than likely to
; be unanimous. The first opinion haz-
arded spreads and flames into what is
heralded abroad as the college opinion,








first place we are
think before we
pass judgment, to acquire a little prac-
tice now in investigating two sides be-
fore weighing them. For that hopeless
feeling of being indulged and protected
on all sides and of being swamped by
coming in such large numbers, indi-
vidual opinion is a remedy. Secondly,
from the point of view of those who are
doing the indulging, we are not ex-
pected to vote on principals of mob
psychology. We are students of the so-
cial sciences, knowing more about the
world than the average voter. Our vote
the
dication of what intelligent people
,
want, and since we are the citizens of
tomorrow it is possible we may, in some
degree, take the consequences of our
blind votes of today.
By way of a practical suggestion, how
would it be to consider the relative im-
portance of political issues and college
elections and distribute the mental an-
guish accordingly?
< LNSORs
After declaring a number of recent
novels to be violating the Massachusetts
law prohibiting the distribution of ob-
scene and indecent books, just in time
to revive the rather waning sale of cer-
tain of these books, the district attor-
ney's office Informed the Booksellers'
Committee of Boston that the gentle-
men's agreement which had existed for
a number of years concerning the en-
By this agreement the Booksellers'
Committee and members of the Watch
and Ward Society passed on books and
the police took no action on books ap-
proved. Booksellers were warned of the
books not passed and had an oppor-
tunity to remove them from their
tempt to decide for himself what the
district attorney or his reader will con-
sider indecent. The district attorney
refused to give any opinion on some
fifty books submitted to him for ap-
proval. This leaves the bookseller in the
enviable position of never knowing
when some one will consider some book
indecent and arrest him for selling it.
The booksellers have taken no action in
this case but have preferred to await
the publishers' action. Harcourt Brace
and Boni and Liveright seem preparing




We do not meai
there are no obsc
Certainly many recent novels are mere-
ly rotten. Putting aside the question
of whether suppressing books is effec-
tive or merely a form of gratuitous ad-
vertising, the absurdity of the situation
lies in the lack of system employed in
si? looting books for this occasionally ap-
propriate stigma. The juxtaposition of
books on the last list was rather amus-
ing. One might as well couple Tess
of the d'Urbervilles with Michael Ar-
len's latest effort. After all with the
lamentable scarcity of possible plots it
is the treatment of the theme which
determines its morality or immorality.
The question of censorship is one of
widespread interest in the country to-
day. Whatever the effect of censorship
may be, it ought at least to call atten-
tion to the number of rather sloppily
biological novels now on the market.
To range ridicule on the side of these
books would be unfortunate. If there
must be censorship let it at least be in-
telligent. Surely some more suitable
group of censors may be imagined than
Free Press Column
All contributions for this column
must be signed with the full name
of the author. Only articles thus
signed will be printed. Initials or
numerals will be used in printing
the articles if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
statements which appear in this
column.
Contributions should be in the
hands of the Editors by 10 A. M. on
Sunday.
Contributions should not be over
250 words.
TO the Wcllcslru Collcgr AV ;,.«,
the pink ar d white lady familiarly re-
girl suffering from lead poisoning. We
seen the bisected bottles
and the b furcated beer steins. We
read the enlightening comments un-
derneath, we went through the ritual
and compared the picture in the gold
frame on one side of the room with
the one in the white frame on this.
We appreciated that the Pascin might
well be a "quiet satire on the human
animal" and we realized that what
Georgia O'Keefe had done looked sc
much like something seen in the aqua-
rium that it must be something else.
tions in our mind. The painting by the
derstood that there is no particular
point in painting something that really
looks like something. How then do
those painters hold up their heads
whose pictures are still recognizable
and why do the others bother to start
with a subject supposedly based on ob-
jects found in nature? Is there any
other purpose than a desire to exer-
cise the imagination and ingenuity, in
painting several views of a beer mug at
once, with a profile here and a cross-
section there and a floor plan and
front elevation somewhere else? If it
were a picture puzzle we could under-
stand. It is possible perhaps to see a
decorative and colorful pattern in some
of these pictures. What, if any, are the
other qualities which the artist has
endeavored to put into these paintings?
Finally how does one tell whether the
Death of the Steamboat is better than
the bisected bottle or vice versa?
1928.
TWO INNOCENT MEN
To the Wellesley College News:
Last week Wellesley girls signed .
petition which was sent to the Gov
ernor, asking that justice be done ii
the Sacco-Vanzetti Case. That petitior
caused a stir, as, I suppose the pe^
titioners desired. I am wondering, ii
the first place, exactly how many of
the 203 girls who signed the petition
knew in a slight way what they i
signing. At dinner that evenim:
sophomore blithely remarked that
had signed something—she didn't k
what. Secondly, how many of t
who signed the petition had read
tides carefully on both sides of the
question? The writer in the NEWS
certainly read articles which
demned the decision of the jury. She
speaks of the mobs which "hissed the
and worked themselves into
fury" outside of the courthouse. Has
ead the charge of Judge Thayer
lich he coolly, carefully, and very
calmly weighs both sides of the ques
inside the courthouse, and point
o the jury where evidence is ii
of the defendants as well a
against? Has she read the opinions
themselves to find that the radical
views were introduced into the trial
by the defendants—not by the District
Attorney? The writer also mentioned
the discovery of a "great mass ol
evidence." Again, I think the \
would have found on investigating the
that
But if the signers
are they so sure of their kimulrdvo
justice that they pit themselves against
men who, in spite of newspaper re-
ports, {and we know exactly hov
accurate some Stone Hall Fire report;
were), have considered the case care-
fully and "seek justice" for the "inno-
cent men" of the news. One reader o\
the Wellesley petition commenting ir
the Transcript wrote as follows: "The
Governor might welcome assis
from persons who could really give him
those, who, favored only with what
someone told somebody else, which
to somebody's writing something si
where, advise the only one who has
power under the Constitution to
on the question and who wil
enough harassed by people who
grounds for thinking they kno
what they are talking." The petition
won for Wellesley not commendation
but condemnation. Petitions might
have some effect when petitioners know
of what they are speaking. Are we not,
by thoughtlessly and hurriedly sign-
ing such petitions, weakening the value
with which future petitions will be
held as well as harming Wellesley's
reputation?
COLLEGE GOVERNMENT




The installation of the 1927-28 A.A.
Executive Board on April 16 marks the
letic Association at which the duties of
the incoming board have started in the
spring. Rosalie Drake '27 is succeeded
Deppeler '28 as President.
OUR RELATIONS WITH MEXICO
DISCUSSED BY JOHN S. MOORS
National Student Federation to fornix
late student opinion on the present
Mexican crisis and as a part of
lesley's effort to participate in
movement
, Mr. John S. Moors, c
man of the Massachusetts Citizens
Committee on Relations with Mexico
and Nicaragua, lectured to a
Wellesley audience on "Our Relations
As a preliminary in discussing
relations with Mexico, it is interesting
to compare the unprotected Northern
border of the United States anc
friendly relations with Canada,
the carefully guarded Southern border
and our decidedly strained relations
with Mexico. Also, when deprecating
the unfriendly attitude of the Mexicans
toward us, let us remember that they
are people of a different race,
that we took half their country
them in 1847 and incorporated it
After the Mexican War from which
we emerged with half of Mexico'
ritory. the Mexican government passed
through a period of many revolutions
and was governed by a series of dicta
tors of varying degrees of ability. Un
der Diaz peace and order were restored
and foreign capital was given an op
portunity for the first time to develop
national resources. After Diaz' control
ceased in 1910, there followed
period of revolution. The United States
came in contact with Mexico in :
when a group of U. S. soldiers \
killed in a skirmish following the
vasion of Columbus, New Mexico,
Mexican bandits. The United States
was about to declare war because of
this so-called outrage, but John Lind,
a wise student of Mexico, Intervened
with President Wilson, and brought to
light the hitherto unrealized informa-
tion that the Mexican revolutions wen
on the whole agravian revolutions. For
under Diaz the land had been confis
cated by the government, and 15 mil
lion Indians, who had I
had been made into practically
or peons. It is the estates of these
peons which had yielded such rich i
turns in the way of oil investments
American capitalists. It is extremely
doubtful how many of the Mexican
revolutions which have been reported
great length in our newspapers ha
not been exaggerated by the American
Cause of Present Crisis
the
up in 1917 under Carra
27 says in effect that si
id gold and other
r the ground, shall belong
»wner of the ground, but tc
The present plan also in-
i he
and returning them to the peons whc
were the original owners. This mean:
that the oil in the lands which havi
been developed by American corpora-
tions belongs to the Mexican Govern-
ment. The Mexican government pro-
poses to give leaseholds to the corpor-
ations which will extend over 50 years
until such a time as the oil wi
gone. The corporations whose titles
by this policy. The majority of
men seem to show by their attitude
that they doubt the trustworthiness
the Mexican
(Continued on Page 7, Column 1)
Quiet Games
(To be played with the fingers)
Here is the Chapel,
Here is the steeple,
And see all the people!!!
;sy in the Corner
nded to students of the
Cat Course)
(For any class in Reading and
Speaking)
Miss says Posture,
Miss says Breathe from the Mid-
either in front of Reserve Shelves or
upon taking books out on Saturday
nights).
Prisoner's Base (ask anyone who has
had campussing for two or three
weeks just how to play it).
Run a Mile (designed for freshmen par-
ticularly \.
Sardines (can be played at The Hole
in the Wall between 6:00 and 7:30
P. M„ or in any Taxi on Saturdays,
12:30 P. M.).
For the benefit of those who have
been protesting against the Ask-Me-
Anothers, Adonais has prepared a spe-
cial list of six questions. No answers
Hundred YearsHow long
War?
Who wrote Gray's Elegy?
What is the date of the War of 1812?
Who signed the Hay-Pauncefoote
Treaty?
Sad Evolution
Three little freshmen went to school
To study and to learn
Three wise freshmen they became
As zeal and ardor bum,
ut as they watched their elders flout
Traditions firm and old
Scholarship they soon put to rout
In folly they grew bold.
Three little sophomores go to college
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Fri. and Sat., April 22 and 23
"GIRL SHY"
"The Arizona Whirlwind"
'. Tues.. April 25 c
ed. and Thurs., April 27 and 28
"THE AUCTIONEER"
THE CAMBRIDGE SCHOOL OF
DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE AND
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
A Professional School for college
The Academic Year for 1927-2S








From Wednesday July 6, to
Wednesday August 24.
Henry Atherton Frost— Director.






PLYMOUTH—Pirates of Penzance, Fri-
day evening; Jolanthe, Saturday.
COLONIAL— Criss-Cross with Fred
COPLEY—The Ghost Train.
ST. JAMES—St, Elmo.
TREMONT—Oh. Please! with Beatrice
Lillie and Charles Winninger.
THE PIRATES OF PENZANCE
Mr. Winthrop Ames, who has staged
the Winthrop Ames Gilbert and Sulli-
The Pirates of Penzance, deserves our
thanks for having saved an enchanting
opera from being forgotten. The
Pirates is one of the series of Gilbert
and Sullivan operas which may be said
to have restored the literary and
musical self respect of the English
stage. The opera has lost none of its
literary or its musical value under the
discriminating treatment of Mr. Ames.
The cast is well chosen. Perhaps the
voice of Ernest Cranford as Major-
General Stanley was less rich and
supple than it might have been, but his
dignified appearance and his good act-
ing atoned quite adequately for the
lack of voice. John Barclay made as
picturesque a pirate chief as ever sailed
the Spanish Main. Vera Ross, as Ruth,
the piratical maid of all work, quite
captured us by her very good voice
and her good-natured buffoonery. Ruth
Thomas sang with perfect ease and
captivating grace the lyrics of Mabel.
singing of "Poor wandering ones." and
of the Ballad, "Oh, leave me not to
pine." The scene in the moonlight
when the General reals the ballad of
"The Loving Breeze" to the accompani-
ment of carefully modulated humming
from the chorus of pirates and police-
men is especially beautiful. Also worth
noticing is the scene where the lovers
sing to waltz rythm, while the chorus
of girls is chattering about the weather
A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM
Anyone who feels in the mood fo
find A Midsummer Niglit's Dream a
the Repertory a highly entertaining
performance. If one wishes to
Shakespare at his best, however.
cannot vouch for a like satisfaction.
all too often the performance descends
to little more than riotous burlesque
The scenes in which Bottom and his
fellows rehearse Pyramus and Thisbe
and Hermia and Helena quarrel in the
wood verge perilously near to "slap-
The most striking characteristic of
the play as presented is its decided
amateurism; it is far from a finished
performance. Perhaps it was because
times we were tempted to put our fin-
gers in our ears—notably at the up-
Quince's house. The performance of
Pyramus and Tliisbe. though ridiculous,
is really very funny, the part of Thisbe
being especially well played for comic
effect. Puck's lively antics are, in our
opinion, the most pleasing bits in the
play.
The the dancing
The whole setting in the wood is ex-
it. The design of Theseus' palace,
ver we feel needs explanation; its
-modern and rather cubist effect
not fit at all with the rest of the
THE EXHIBITION OF MODERN ART
refreshing. Now we can find out
hat's going on in the world." These
marks made by two of the older gen-
ation in the Farnsworth Gallery dur-
lie current exhibition of modern
painting express quite succinctly the
closed and open mind. Fortunately for
Wellesley the former attitude is so
much in the minority as to be unique.
although it must be added that the en-
thusiasm of the latter is scarcely that
of the majority. It is however gratify-
ing in the extreme to discover such in-
tense interest in what must seem to
many obscure and even repulsive,
what is written—is difficult enough.
Literary crticism—written crticism of
what is written is difficult enough.
Written criticism of what is painted is
much more painfully inadequate and
often positively pernicious. To analyze
the composition of a Titian brings one
no nearer true appreciation than the
meticulous dissection of a Bach Toc-
cata. The critic can at best attempt
the destruction of prejudice and the
liberation of the sensibility from the
chains of the intellect. The unacci
tomed mind confronts the work of
querulously or aggressively. The mi
asserts itself but may be defeated-
logic, by reason so that the aesths
sense may live and breathe. Occasi<
ally in sensitive people the mind
overpowered spontaneously by aestht
feeling. This is rare, for, like the mi
the sensibility must be educated by
r: muhuive experience of works o
theatre, and the church. Gradually ;
emancipated. Today we listen to a Mi
zart overture, a Bach prelude as v
would to a Brahms symphony, though







era and the moving picture render the
utilitarian services of painting super
fluous, so that painting is rapidly be
quartets. Now this is vital to the un
derstanding of why modern painting 1
misunderstood: the public has not kept
pace with this revolutionary
tion. It still looks to the artist for
ries, for the imitation of natural objects
But the modern artist is
in line, pattern, color, form,
in rhythm, melodic sequence, harmony,
orchestration. We are accustomed
these values in music—in painting they
are still strange. This c
of course, that the modem artist paints
abstractions and nothing else. He i:
stimulated by what he sees in natun
but in his painting he feels free to pre-
sent his own feeling, his own sense of
order, the results of his urgent and dis
cerning intuition. Always natural ap-
pearances are altered—sometimes de-
stroyed—to be rebuilt again in th(
painting in accordance with the artist';
creative necessity.
Fortunately the modern painter, like
destroy the Greek or Renaissance ideal
of the inviolacy of natural forms,
serting in its place courageously, t
if unconsciously, the dignity and
versity of the human imagination. This
does not imply disparagemenl
Michelangelo or Titian—they were great
ite of what the public expected
desired; and because they were func
mentally concerned with the intrin
values of their art. Had they lived
day they would doubtless have shuffled
off superficial sugar-coating as quickly
as Cezanne or Matisse. It is significant
that the late periods of the greatest
masters are rarely admired and less
frequently understood.
In so short a space it is impossible to
develop further an apologia for this ex-
hibition of modern painting. Apologies
end where they begin—in words. These
pictures demand to be looked at--
again—and again—and then again.
Only by this means may they be under-
standingly enjoyed.
Alfred H. Barr, Jr.
MUSIC IN BOSTON
Roland Hayes is making his last Bos-
Sunday, April 24.
pointment to many that we are not to
Roland Hayes again until the
,n of 1928 but it is almost certain
e will not be back again next year
i is your last chance to hear this
included
Pirates of Penzance is the opera
for Friday evening, Jolanthe for the
Saturday matinee as well as for the
evening performance. The company
excellent one. These charming
operas are already classics but they are
beyond no one of us. Throughout the
performance interest never
flags. At the same time that one de-
lights in the clever Gilbert humor one
that in Sullivan's music one is
hearing the best. Hear them for your
enjoyment and remember, too,
that they are not to be missed.
With the next two programs the Bos-
>n Symphony Orchestra concludes its
:ason. Two Strauss numbers are to
; included in Saturday's concert.
FOCUSSED ON THE SCREEN
Harold Lloyd needs no introduction,
te is coming to the Playhouse April
I and 23 in Girl Shy, a picture which
: as funny and as worth seeing as his
always are. The role of small town ap-
prentice, painfully bashful, yet making
a secret study of girls, is a situation
which demands a smile even without
Harold. Also playing is Bill Cody in
the Arizona Whirlwind, a film featur-
ing the horse, Lone Star, in some ex-
citing and beautiful riding.
The Hotel Imperial opens with a
tense situation in which six Hussars
half dead from fighting, jog wearily
into a frontier town to find it occupied
by Russians. Pola Negri, playing as
Anna, a servant in the Hotel Imperial
where the Lieutenant takes refuge,
handles a difficult situation well. The
Russian background is particularly
suitable in setting off her rather high
pitched acting. At the Playhouse April
25 and 2G.
A rather new plot interest dealing
with the story of a young .gentile
adopted abroad ship en route to
America by an emigrant family of Jews
characterizes The Auctioneer. The title
Simon Levi, played by George
portrays essentially
iracter. and the hero in this case
not a lover, but a hard working little
Jew, faced with the sacrifice of all he
pent his life in building up, and
that through his gentile ward, Ruth.
This film is coming to the Playhouse




Edith Wynne Matthison's work is
characterized by a remarkable sincerity
interpretation and a rare beauty in
stage diction. In addition, her program
: Shakespeare readings was selected
ith an exceptional understanding of
er audience and its tastes.
The opening numbers were a disap-
pointment to many. In the Casket
Scene from Merchant of Venice and in
e with Shylock where Portia
that "the quality of mercy is
ned," Miss Matthison seemed
something that might have
irtia distinctly her own. Here
noticed a rather surprising in-
ability to individualize masculine parts.
'e been impossible to
differentiate.
The Balcony Scene from Romeo and
Juliet went rather better. One could
almost see the youthful lovers, one
, and both extremely
Page 8. Column 3)
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class has been asked by the Personnel
Bureau to fill out a blank giving, for
the following facts:—the
the length of time em-
; earned
during each summer. At the er
questionnaire they were asked
summer work as vocational experience.
Of the class of 1927, 139, or 43%, hav.
occupied positions in the summer. O
these, 34 have had positions for threi
summers; 37 for two summers, and 6!
for one summer. The largest propor-
tion of the work was paid work, bu:
little purely
volunteer. The amount earned by the
class during the three su
amounts to about $15,695.00.
necessary to speak in approximate
terms, since some were unable to give
the exact amounts earned.) The largest
amount earned by one student in a
single summer was $380.00. The average
amount earned per summer was $64.32.
The average length of time employed
Education is a process o
of an individual to his environment.
The problem of the teacher
knowledge to the present daj
the student, to perpetuate
tional ideal, and to inculcate certain
spiritual ideals in the :
high school is a distinctly American
type of school and has had the most
growth of any part of oui
system. It presents a chal-
lenge to college men and women to car-
ry out the plan back of its organization
High Schools are a good field for col-
lege graduates because the work is
closely related to college work and the
contacts are less difficult to make.
In the kinds of work done the camp
counselors lead, the class showing 34
summers of work of this kind. Domestic
work, including waiting on table, care
of children, etc., and clerical work come
next, with 24 and 21 summers respec-
tively. Tutoring and teaching amount-
Vacation Bible
each show 10 summers of work. There
is a very wide variety of occupations,
among them being work at a telephone
switchboard, art work, newspaper work,
filing, operating calculating machines,
a life guard position, work in a chil-
dren's museum, and bee keeping.
Perhaps the most valuable part of
this report was the list of the questions,
in which the students were asked to
give their evaluation of this experience.
A large number felt that these posi-
idea of teaching; an even greater num-
ber felt that they had learned to work
with people, or to see a different side of
life. The next group in which we had
the largest number of answers felt that
pendence or responsibility; that they
had had an opportunity for actual ex-
perience along the lines of their inter-
ests; or that they had learned some-
thing entirely new. It was of equal in-
terest to learn that in a few cases the
student had found that she did not
she had been occupied during the sum-
mer, a valuable conclusion to reach be-
fore one enters upon training or an ac-
tual position. A number had the fore-
sight to enter a hospital with medical
training in mind later, or to take up
proof-reading for future use in adver-
tising, or guide work for future ranch-
ing, and a number mentioned the sum-
mer's experience as illustrating for
them the work which they had pursued
lines in their college
The particular interest of the Person-
nel Bureau in such a report is that it
hopes to assist in making the summer
work increasingly a valuable vocational
experience; to make it serve as an ap-
prenticeship or as a test of the stu-
dent's powers along the lines of awak-
Miss Ethel Van Benthuysen spoke
April 13th, showing the close connec-
setween social and religious work.
She explained in her talk that this work
v adopting the laboratory method
emotional way but in a scientific
way, studying the individuals and al!
the facts in the background. Work of
ort is doing untold good and it is
d that needs and wants college
graduates. Work in a social school is
required. Miss Van Benthuysen spoke
of scholarships to be awarded in this
field.
keeping our graduates from uncon
genial occupations.
.Alice /. Parry Wood
According to Dr. Meredith, State
Commissioner of Education in Con-
necticut, high school teaching is an ex-
cellent vocation for college graduates.
Occupational Therapy is not strictly
new field but it offers much that i
new to the college girl, said Miss Mar
jory Greene. Dean of the Boston Schoc
of Occupational Therapy, on April 12
It is based on the theory that patients
are better when occupied. The three
phases of the work are: first, the medi-
cal side, for occupational therapy goes
hand and hand with medicine and is
also prescribed by the doctor in hos-
pitals where the work is carried on;
second, the psychological, for one must
know the best methods of approach to
the patient and be well aware of the
best ways to guide him; and the arts
and crafts side, where the more that is
known the better. The work is earned
on in three fields, mental, orthopedic
and tubercular hospitals. Subjects to
in college for this work are psy-
chology, anatomy, sociology.
Mr. Henry A. Frost, of the Cambridge
:hool of Domestic Architecture and
Landscape Architecture, spoke Wednes-
April 13. on the opportunities for
ing pictures of tin- \vr>rk o! the students
school in designs for landscape
gardening and plans for houses. With
these as examples, he showed the stages
the school.
OF INTEREST
s Wood, Miss Jackson and Miss
Sprague of the Personnel Bureau at-
tended a conference at the Eastern Col-
f Personnel Officers, at M. I. T. on
April 15. Methods and training for
'orkers in Personnel Bureaus, the ad-
isability of a study of different occu-
pations for use in vocational informa-
and the application of mental
hygiene to the work were discussed.
YOUTH MOVEMENT IN CHINA
That the most important moving
ririt behind the social transformation
i China is the youth
MiiiKiently arresting to
of its
a China and the world
today and the future. In The
h Movement in China published
he New Republic, Dr. Tsi C. Wang
presents a survey of the movement
wholly sympathetic attitude.
Indeed it is quite revealing to have the
of view interpreted by an
enthusiast for the New China, whether
altogther
Perhaps its most universal
tic is that it is a definitely cultural
lovement in spite of the fact that it
plays i ;t active part in the political
life of the country. In their effort to
"reinterpret all cultural values ancient
and modern" with the aid of modern
science the youth of China closely re-
semble the youth of Germany, although
the Chinese movement has a more
distinctly intellectual aspect than that
in Germany.
Dissatisfaction with the existing or-
der and a sense of responsibility for the
future furnished the impulse of the
Nothing was exempt from
philosophy, religion, education, indus-
try, government, and western civiliza-
tion. But far from being destructive,
the movement developed rapidly with
an idealistic, enthusiastic spirit, and
shortly made itself felt as a definitely
constructive, reawakening force in the
rebirth of China.
new point of view, a desire foi
and abundant life, a sense of tr
China must take in furthering
nationalism and world peace,
vision of China's future place as leader
among the nations. The astonishing
and creditable fact is that the youth
have actually made their program
the creation of a new China tangible
to the mass of common people.
In carrying out their program
youth have taken on themselves great
social responsibility, "that the youth
have taken over the leadership
China and Germany
gives witness of what the youth
ment has actually accomplished. And
also significant is it that the youth
control public opinion. In brief
mary; they have brought about the use
of the vernacular in literature through
i ho medium of their
and magazines, the
lution in which the students
making it their duty to go out to
;
lectures to the common people, and
seeking to establii
family life. They
mined stand against corrupt govern-
ment, militarism, capitalism and for
eign intervention.
The feeling against religion is div
ed. Some even declare that we hav>
outgrown religion. "It is a dead issu>
in the West." But the significance ol"
the issue is that China, now, as ne
before, considers religion a probl
an evidence of
of the people. As for Christianity, ihc
youth of China are by no means ready
to accept it as the West has
it out to them. Liang Chi-Chac
of the Christians, "I respect their
cational work in China, but they should
respect the individual
and they should not take Christianity
as the measure of what is good
Nevertheless, "it can be predicted that
,- Ciiii nanity is in the making i
China, and eventually a new philosi
a new system of education, a ne
form of government, which are bour





The thing which more than anything
se made Wellesley realize that Easter
as really here was the warm greetnig
hich Yenching sent to her sister col-
:ge in the form of gaily beaming
Gate Gods for each of the dormitories.
Many of the students also received
calendars as Easter gifts.
is wonderful to realize that in
spite of the strain of the situation
Chinese and Americans are working
together in Yenching with unabated
enthusiasm. In Chapel, last Saturday
norning. President Pendleton reported
messages of encouragement and re-
mient from the college in China.
The work there has gone on with un-
e profitable year and the work is
d on with "a courage, a quiet-
A. A. NOTICE
Regular call-outs for spring sports
ill be posted before Monday, April
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The entire question seems to resolve
itself into a complicated legal question
as to whether the Mexican government
has a right to substitute leaseholds for
freeholds. Since this is so, is it not un-
doubtedly wiser to put the question
before a competent legal body for
arbitration than to declare war on a
country so much smaller than we are,
which is obviously trying to find light
(Continued from Page 1, Colun
this, he believes, is found in the I
ing received in college to have a
done when it is required. Also :
does not prepare to be a playwright
merely by writing plays; one requires
the broad, cultural background which
only the college can best give. Orn
nivorous reading and wide travel ma;
provide the advantages of college onl;
for rare individuals.
The dramatist must aim to hold thi
attention of his audience when writing
his play, but not be eternally specula-
tive as to the probable effect on tht
audience. And when the play has
finally been put into written for
is impossible for the author to refuse
all connection with the production
Briefly, Professor Baker summarized
the fundanu'iv
playwright thus:—one must start with
a keen interest in human beings, then
one must be patient during an increas-
ing and wide human experience, and
through it all maintain a feeling of
charity for one's fellow beings.
Two Views of the League of Nations
STUDY OF FINE ARTS AIDS IN
PLAYWRITING SAYS MR. BAKER
In a brief interview granted by Pro-
fessor Baker of the Yale Drama School
to NEWS reporters, he strongly urged
the general academic college course for
those aspiring playwrights who wish
to take a course in drama after grad-
uation. The college training in English
Composition he neither disparaged nor
strongly recommended, believing that
the success of such teaching rests with
the individual.
Whenever possible, it is well to gain
such knowledge of the fine arts as can
be acquired in courses in the history
of music and art. Professor Baker
plans to include two such courses as
required subjects in the curriculum of
his proposed four-year course in drama.
In addition to art and music, the
thorough background in literature
cannot be overemphasized. And this
For those who are interested in scen-
ery and costume, practical training in
sketching proves of great value. A
knowledge of physics is always helpful
PHI BETA KAPPA PRIZE
Katherine G. Sterne, '28, is the win-
;r of the annual award of $25 made
by the Wellesley Chapter of Phi Beta
Kappa. This is awarded to the girl
ining the highest marks during
Sophomore year, but is
until the middle of her
On March 30 in Wellesley, Mr. Lemuel
Copeland, father of Miss Lennie P.
Copeland of the Mathematics Depart-
the
authors should, to work with his pro-
ducers and understand the mechanical
phases of the work.
When asked about the possible in-
fluence of modern tendencies of the
drama upon the opera, Professor Baker
declined to give an opinion, protesting
that opera was entirely outside of his
for moving pictures to be included in
the work of the school.
Just as Professor Baker was leaving
for his train, he was requested by an
enterprising reporter to state his opin-
ion on the censorship problem. He re-
plied with unaccustomed vehemence,
"If you get me started on that, I most
NOTICE
Professor Barr of the Art Depart-
nent will be in the gallery on Friday
.fternoons April 22 and 29 from three
o five to discuss informally the modern
laintings on exhibition.
The League of Nations,
opinion of Miss Orvis, is doing
work, in which the United Sta
the League was organized,
proved the value of its
has shown that it is going on, and that
its power is growing. An important
side of the League, which is little
known, is its social work, such as that
for public health and the suppression
Df traffic in opium and other danger-
ous drugs. It is dealing with matters
this line which can not be handled
a single nation, and it is opening up
e possibility of a new civilization.
Perhaps the most important aspect
of the League is that it brings together
of all nations who would not
otherwise have an opportunity of meet-
ing without exciting comment. It is
a natural thing for premiers to go
to Geneva, and there they can discuss
their problems together informally.
The League is a machine for creating
a friendly spirit. Its advocates do not
pretend that it will entirely stop war,
but one cannot deny that it has
brought about the peaceful settlement
of numerous disputes, and, in its cre-
ation of good feeling among nations.
it is laying foundations for interna-
tional peace and understanding.
The important factor in the at
ment of world peace, according t<
Mussey. is the right attitude or
part of nations, willingness to
trate, and not the mere external a
joining the League of Nations. I
countries would allow their disput
be settled by the League, it would 1
nr-anir-ntion of great value, and ir
to get the habit of cooperative action.
In major issues, however, Mr. Mussey
fears the great nations of the world
may claim, as the United States has
done in the Mexican difficulty, that the






has a change of spirit, there is little
point in our joining the League. Many
people seem to think that if the United
States will only become a member,
world; but without a consistent spirit
of arbitration, the League is little more
than "a harmless piece of machinery."
tained until we go behind the ma-
chinery which has been set up and
change certain fundamental principles.
As long as a government
and has the right to protect its
and their property in other cc
we shall have trouble among n:
SUMMER FIELD COURSE
IN ORNITHOLOGY
A summer field course in Ornithology
of Momingside College in Sioux City,
Iowa. The course will include a motor
tour to Yellowstone National Park. A
pamphlet giving further details will be








contest will appear in many
newspapers and in the fol-
lowing magazines:
The Saturday Evening Post. . . .May 7
Literary Digest May 14
Collier's Weekly May 21
Liberty May 14
Life May 5
Watch this contest for the
next three months. College
women ought to win.
Every Day is Somebody's Birthday
and there is nothing like a
vase of lovely, cheerful flow-
ers to make one's congratula-
tions linger long in the mind
of the recipient.





Deauville Sandals and Sport Shoes will be awaiting
your inspection on
Wednesday, April 27th at the Wellesley Inn
ANDREWS





food advice. It's a
bothersome barrage.
But you actually can
enjoy sensible eat-
ing by just making
one meal, any
meal, every day, of
Shredded Wheat.
Through thirty-five years of "Eat this and
that," this pioneer whole wheat biscuit has
captured ever-growing favor. Made of the
most carefully selected wheat grains,
shredded for utmost digestibility and cooked
crisp clear through for appetite enchantment
that's the Shredded Wheat Story.
New appetite appreciation, freedom from
drugs and laxatives, better health every
day ; Shredded Wheat can give all this —
and make you like it.
SHREDDED
WHEAT
TRY IT A WE O SEE
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
CALENDAR Archaeology, University of Toronto
1920-27, Assistant Professor.
Department 0/ Hygiene and Physical
Education. Miss Ruth Elliott,
Smith College 1912, Wellesley hygiene
certificate 1914. student summer ses-
sion University of California 1924
graduate work New York University
1924-25, 1925-26, M.A. Columbia Uni-
versity 1925. candidate for Ph.D. Co
lumbia University 1927, Instructor De-
partment of Physical Education for
Women University of California 1914
17, assistant professor and chairman o
the Department of Physical Education
for Women 1917-25, Professor ano
Chairman of the Department.
Department of Italian. Miss Ange-
line La Plana, graduate of Normal
School. Palermo and Columbia Uni-
versity, M.A. Radcliffe College 1925,
ier course at the Sorbonne 1925.
teacher of French and Italian at the
University of Illinois 1925-27, Instruc-
Department of Music. Mr. Jaques
Hoffman, formerly first violinist in
Boston Symphony Orchestra, Instmc-
and Sara Lewis '27. gave a tea Wednes.
day April 13, in honor of Peggy Tul-
lock of New Haven and Sue Conklin
of Cincinnati.
The Wellesley College Choir under
the direction of Professor Macdougall,
sang Easter Carols to all the college
houses on Easter Sunday morning.
Dr. Martin lectured on mental
giene. April 12 and 13, in the first
of a series of required hygiene lectures
for freshmen. She defined mental
hygiene as the art of living, based on
psychological and social laws, the prac-
tice of which results in harmony and
happiness. Two fundamental urges,
those of self preservation and race pres-
ervation, were explained; and the var-
ious stages in the emotional develop-
l the individual were traced. Dr.
showed many present-day prob-
lems in terms of science. She empha-
portance of proper emo-
and the necessity for good
physical condition. She stressed her
lief that loss of faith and aspirations
responsible for much unrest and dis-
Department of Zoology. Mrs. Helen
Woodbridge Imlah, A.B. Mount
yoke College 1920, M.S. Washington
University 1922. assistant in Zoology at
the University of Washington 1920-22,
instructor in the University of Maine
1922-26. Instructor.
ENGAGED
'17 Katharine Townsend Morse
Mr. Starr Truscott, M. I. T. and U
versity of Michigan, of Washington,
MARRIED
'23 Matsuyo Takizawa to Mr. Yone-
taro Kimura, February 11. Address:
12 Itchome. Iigura, Azabu, Tokyo, Ja-
'24 Yuki Domoto to Mr. Kaoru
Maki, November 20, 1926. Address: 401
Amanuma, Suginami-cho, Tokio Pre-
fecture, Japan.
BORN
'18 To Katharine Coan Carleton e
second son, John Leith, January 3.
'26 To Katharine Marsh Nichols, a
daughter, Nancy. April 13.
DIED
'99 Mr. Edward Hewett, father ol
Mary Hewett Hildreth, April 10, in
Bridgewater, Mass.
'13 Helen Froeligh, April 8, at Rock-
CHANGE OF ADDRESS
'26 Martha Rich to 1130 Parker
Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Department of English Literatu
Mrs. Constance King, M.A. University
of Birmingham. England, instructor
Mount Holyoke College 1924-27, In-
COLLEGE NOTES
ances Snyder, Jean Bentley, and
Elizabeth Hayward. village seniors last
were visiting in Wellesley last
;. Brandau and Miss Foster were
>ses at tea in Alumnae Hall on
Wednesday.
Rosalie Drake, '27, gave a tea in
Agora Society House, Friday, April 15.
The Department of Spanish enter-
tained juniors studying Spanish at tea
in the French Tea Room at Alumnae
Hall on April 12. Miss Coe read let-
ters from alumnae showing many of
the fields open to Spanish students
after graduation.
Mary Broderick '27 gave a tea in
Friday April 8, at Agora.
Christine Tullock '27, Mary Neal '27,
EDITH WYNNE MATTHISON
Continued from Page 5, Column 5)
pathetic and appealing. It is evident
that Miss Matthison has a great sym-
pathy for Romeo and his lady, for her
interpretation of them was psychologi-
cally perfect.
With the famous scene from Ham-
let, beginning with Hamlet's soliloquy,
the audience, forgot itself, forgot the in-
terpreter, forgot all save the poor, mad
prince of Denmark and the pitiful
Ophelia, half-crazed herself at the
spectacle of the prince's madness. Here
again, she showed fine psychological in-
sight.
No one will dispute the fact that the
forest scenes from As You Like It
pletely won over the audience
nanimous in its approval and
evident enjoyment. Miss Matthison
caught the spirit of Rosalind in its
Her performance lacked nothing
riarm and subtlety. In the Epi-
:, which she gave with a decidec
tie in her eye. one felt that whim
1 humor and sense of contact with
COLLEGE STUDENTS
are cordially invited to avail themselves of the
facilities offered by this bank. We solicit your
Checking and Savings Accounts and assure you
that any business entrusted to us will receive
our best attention.
Safe Deposit Boxes for rent $5.00 per An-
num and up.
THE WELLESLEY NATIONAL BANK
CAPITAL $150,000 SURPLUS $250,000
fjts




Department 0/ French. Mile. J. Ras,
Agregee de l'Universite, Visiting Pro-
Miss Louise B. Dillingham, B.A. 1916,
Ph.D. 1926, Bryn Mawr College, studied
at Sorbonne for one year. Assistant
Professor.
Department of German. Miss Maria
Salditt, Bachelor's degree at University
of Heidelberg, graduate student
Wellesley College 1924-25. /nstnictoi
Department of Greek. Miss Cornelia
G. Harcum, B.A. Goucher College 1907,
M.A. 1912, Ph.D. 1913 Johns Hopkins
University, instructor in Greek Wel-
lesley College 1914-15. instructor Vas-
sal- College 1915-18, Curator of Classi-
cal Antiquities in the Royal Ontario
Museum and Assistant Professor of
Bess: "You smo\e continually, yet your teeth loo\
beautiful. How do you do it?"
Jack : "That's easy. I am using Mu-Sol-Dent tooth'
paste. It's wonderful for keeping off the
yellow stain. My dentist told me— said it
is perfectly safe."
' I "OBACCO stain imposes the severest test on the clean-
J- ing efficiency of a dentifrice. Of all stains, it is the
hardest to remove. A toothpaste which without injury to
enamel and tender tissue, will keep away this ugly, yellow
stain, is the cleanser for you to use, whether you smoi{e or
not. It will keep your teeth spotless, and preserve their
glistening beauty.












We are also showing
Birthday and Bon Voyage Cards.
Smart New Two Piece Dresses
From $25.00 up at
Wellesley Individual Gown Shop











Uplift Bandettes, $1.00 - $1.50
Corsets
34 West St., Boston, Mass.
Printing
We specialize in School
and College work. Our
many years experience in
handling this class of





ANNE RYAN BEAUTY SHOPPE
Marcel Waving a Specialty Water Waving Hair Bobbing
All other branches of the work done
Open Evenings until S o'clock
Tel. Wellesley 0501 579 WASHINGTON ST.
WELLESLEY SQUARE
THE PERRY QUEST HOUSE
8 DOVER ROAD
Opposite the First Tee of the Wellesley College Golf Course.
Mrs. Winifred B. Perry, Hostess - - Telephone. Wellesley 0718
THE C3IFT SHOP CHARMING
MARY G. MORRISON
GIFTS, CARDS, PICTURE FRAMES
STATIONERY, COLLEGE JEWELRY
HOTEL WABAN BLOCK LESLEY VILLAGE
